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Biographical/Historical Note: Paul Weber Jacobs was born in Atchison, Kan., on Sept. 23, 
1909. His ancestry was German, and he spoke German at home until he was 5 years old. He 
married Ruby Vandeveer on May 20, 1941, and she gave birth to their first son, Peter, on Oct. 4, 
1942. Paul obtained a masters degree in Social Work from the University of Chicago in 1937 and 
worked for a Missouri Synod Lutheran orphanage in Addison, Ill., prior to being drafted into the 
United States Army at the end of 1942. He served in the Army until 1945 when he joined the 
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) as a way of better using his 
skills as a social worker. Founded in 1943, UNRRA aided refugees in liberated countries of 
Europe and the Far East and helped to repatriate thousands of displaced persons after World War 
II.  Paul worked on an UNRRA team at various displaced persons camps in the British-occupied 
area of Germany and was in charge of welfare duties for the team. Paul’s second son, Timothy, 
the donor of the collection, was born on Dec. 31, 1946. 
 
Scope and Content Note: The Paul Weber Jacobs Collection consists of documents related to 
Paul Jacobs’ experience working for UNRRA from 1945 to 1946. Included among the 
documents are eleven black and white photographs and approximately 150 letters written from 
Paul Jacobs to his wife, Ruby, and son, Peter, in the United States. The letters begin with his 
departure from the docks in New York, N.Y., continue through events at the displaced persons 
camps in Europe, and end on his return to North America at Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
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Description of Series:  
 

1. Correspondence 
3 folders 

 
2. Photographs 

1 folder 
 
Inventory: 
 
Series 1: Correspondence 
Folder 1: RG-10.242*01 

1.– 7. Tue., 28 Aug. 1945 through Mon., 3 Sept. 1945: Paul travels from New York, 
N.Y., to Great Britain. He travels on a ship that was once a luxury liner but has been 
converted for wartime use. He describes the journey. The ship arrives in Plymouth, 
England, and he is transported to London where he stays waiting for his assignment. 
8.-17. Wed., 5 Sept. 1945 through Thur., 13 Sept 1945: Paul stays in London at the 
Red Cross officers club and goes sightseeing for several days. He describes how London 
looks after the bombings. He tells of rumors he has heard about how disorganized 
UNRRA is. 
18. Fri., 14 Sept. 1945: Paul is in London and is told that he will be placed in Germany. 
19. Sat., 15 Sept. 1945: Paul describes his last day in London. 
20. Sun., 16 Sept. 1945: Paul travels from London to Dover and then by ferry to 
Oostrunde, Belgium. 
21.-22. Mon., 17 Sept. 1945 through Tues., 18 Sept. 1945: Paul describes Oostrunde 
including, “Nazi block houses…constructed by slave labor.” 
23. Wed., 19 Sept. 1945: Paul arrives in Bad Oeynhausen, Germany. He describes his 
trip through Belgium and the Netherlands. He notes, “These Germans here don’t look too 
ill fed or badly clothed.” Later, he travels 18 miles to Spenge, Germany. 
24. Wed., 19 Sept. 1945 (evening): Paul describes the town of Spenge. He receives an 
orientation from the chief welfare officer who tells stories of the Poles and the Italians. 
25. Thurs., 20 Sept. 1945: Paul travels to Wunstorf just outside of Hanover. He relates 
experiences with local people and remarks how “well fed” all of the Germans look. Paul 
listens to a welfare officer tell of how incompetent many UNRRA personnel are. 
26. Fri., 21 Sept. 1945: Paul gets assigned to Team 252 UNRRA 30 Corps, British Army 
of the Rhine which is “almost in Hanover.” He describes bombed-out buildings in 
Hanover. He is housed in a German house with a Frenchman, a Belgian, Poles, and a 
German cook and caretaker. 
27. Sat., 22 Sept. 1945: Paul describes his first day of work. He goes to a Baltic camp 
with 100 Lithuanians, and a camp of Polish people with 1,200 Poles, and a camp of 
Greek people and gives his impressions. At the camp of Ukrainians, he is told of 2 people 
who were hospitalized and never returned. He arranges to work with a Polish Boy Scout 
troop. 
28. Sun., 23 Sept. 1945: Paul takes the Ukrainian children to a local carnival. 
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29. Mon., 24 Sept. 1945: Paul goes to the camp of Polish people and discusses building a 
playground. The people in this camp were brought in by the Germans to work in a local 
factory. He describes a makeshift Polish school. 
30. Tue., 25 Sept 1945: Paul takes 200 kids and adults from the camp of Polish people to 
a local carnival. In the evening, he helps translate reports with his “boss” and discusses 
Freud’s theories with the doctor. 
31. Thur., 27 Sept 1945: Paul goes to the camp of Polish people and works on problems 
related to getting a playground built. He also plans with camp residents a way to teach the 
kids the craft of shoemaking. He laments that he does not have a car. 
32. Fri., 28 Sept 1945: Paul hears from his boss that the people at the Ukrainian camp 
must register as Ukrainians or Poles. The Ukrainian nationals must all go with the 
Russians. All of the Ukrainians register as Poles so that they will not have to go to the 
Russian-controlled Ukraine. Paul spends his time with activities at the camp of Polish 
people 
33. Sun., 30 Sept. 1945: Paul describes a party he attends the night before. On Sunday 
afternoon, he takes the scout troop from the camp with Polish people to the “Belsen camp 
to see where the atrocities were performed.” He gives a description of what he saw and 
tells of how disgusting it all is. 
34. Mon., 1 Oct. 1945: Paul spends the day obtaining sports and school supplies for the 
camp residents. He also inquires into compensation for a Pole who lost his arm, but Paul 
is blocked in this endeavor. 
35. Tue., 2 Oct 1945: Paul describes one of the camps and its life. 
36. Wed., 3 Oct. 1945: The camp of Greek people is to be moved, but the residents 
refuse to go. They thought they were being sent back to Greece, and they cannot go as 
they are all “monarchists.” Paul describes the U.S. to the camp residents. The camp 
residents complain of having to work alongside German prisoners. 
37. Thur., 4 Oct. 1945: Paul goes to the Dutch camp which is made up of “10 barges on 
the canal.” 
38. Fri., 5 Oct. 1945: Paul spends the day waiting for transportation. He describes having 
to relocate displaced person (DP) children from a school so that German children can go 
there. 
39. Sat., 6 Oct. 1945: Paul visits the camp of Ukrainians and a camp of Polish people. 
40. Sun., 7 Oct. 1945: Paul describes a camp that was made out of a former German 
ammunition factory. 
41. Mon., 8 Oct. 1945: At the “Accu.” camp, the residents prepare to move and some of 
them break out the windows of the camp they are leaving. Later, Paul returns to see the 
barracks on fire. He tells why this happened. The scout leaders give Paul a “revolver” as 
a gift. 
42. Tue., 9 Oct. 1945: Four Germans are caught looting. They are confined to a small 
bunker. The Poles take them out during the night and “gave each 50 lashes just as the 
Germans would do to them during the war.” 
43. Wed., 10 Oct. 1945: Paul goes to Hanover to ask an Orthodox priest to come to the 
camps on Sunday to perform religious services. Paul supervises the salvaging of 
equipment from a vacant barracks. 
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44. Thur., 11 Oct. 1945: Paul gets very angry over the way that his boss promises the 
DP’s Red Cross parcels and then does not deliver them as a means of vindictively 
controlling the DP’s. Paul argues with him but to no avail. 
45. Fri., 12 Oct. 1945: Paul gets a gift of a Belgian pocket revolver from the Polish scout 
leaders. He attends a wedding at a Baltic camp. 
46. Sun., 14 Oct. 1945: Paul attends a Lutheran church and drives around the area. 
47. Mon., 15 Oct. 1945: Paul shares his frustrations with his difficulty in communicating 
with others who speak only German or French. 
48. Tue., 16 Oct. 1945: Paul learns that the Poles are eager to return to Poland, but the 
Baltic people do not want to return. Paul tries to get the army to build barracks that allow 
privacy for families but is stymied. 
49. Wed., 17 Oct. 1945: Paul sprays DDT on himself, his clothing, and one of the camps 
to get rid of lice. Paul learns that the Baltic people do not want to return to a country 
controlled by Russians. 
50. Thur., 18 Oct. 1945: Paul meets an Egyptian doctor and his family. Part of the camp 
is now a transient camp. Paul complains that the army needs to build better outdoor 
toilets. 
 

Folder 2: RG-10.242*01 
51. Fri., 19 Oct. 1945:  Paul deals with German looters who are after supplies left at 
abandoned camps. 
52. Sat., 20 Oct. 1945: Paul expresses frustration with his boss and his assistant. He 
attends Estonian, Polish, and Jewish celebrations. 
53. Sun., 21 Oct. 1945: Paul attends an Estonian party and describes what those people 
told him of their plans. 
54. Mon., 22 Oct. 1945: Paul attends a Jewish camp celebration and meets someone who 
had been in Belsen and Auschwitz. He works at getting materials for people to work on. 
55. Tue., 23 Oct. 1945: Paul goes to the Baltic and Jewish camps and hands out Red 
Cross parcels. He details his frustration with UNRRA and the British army. 
56. Wed., 24 Oct. 1945: Paul attends to affairs at the Baltic, Polish, and Jewish camps. 
57. Sat., 27 Oct. 1945: Paul tears down barracks and salvages supplies. He goes to the 
ballet in the evening. 
58. Sun., 28 Oct. 1945: Paul visits the Jewish camp and attends to issues involving 
sanitary conditions. He then attends a party at the Jewish camp. He hears stories of 
Belsen and sees the tattooed numbers on the arms of the survivors. Paul is feeling lonely 
and upset.  
59. Mon., 29 Oct. 1945: Paul gets his first letters from his wife. The Baltic camp 
confronts Paul’s boss and resolves a problem. Paul continues to lament about his boss’s 
lack of advocacy for the camp residents. 
60. Tue., 30 Oct. 1945: Paul describes an incident he heard of where people were shot by 
Germans and taken to Siberia by Russians. He relates a conversation he has with a Jewish 
DP. 
61. Wed., 31 Oct. 1945: Paul spends time at the Jewish camp and then goes to steal 
materials from abandoned camps as ordered by the boss. 
62. Thurs., 1 Nov. 1945: Paul describes interactions with Balts, Latvians, Lithuanians, 
and Estonians. He then tells of some personal interactions. 
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63. Fri., 2 Nov. 1945: Paul talks about his diet, bathing allowance, a new DP camp they 
will open and how Hitler succeeded in demoralizing some of the DPs. 
64. Sat., 3 Nov. 1945: Paul encounters an army major when he is taking lumber from a 
camp. The people placed at this camp had to move since they had never been authorized 
to live there. 
65. Sun., 4 Nov. 1945: Paul discusses how upset he is with UNRRA. 
66. Mon., 5 Nov. 1945: Paul spends part of the day in town and gets into an argument 
with his boss. 
67. Tue., 6 Nov. 1945: Paul visits the Jewish camp and is impressed with the training 
programs they’ve developed. He then visits the Ukrainian camp and hospital. 
68. Wed., 7 Nov. 1945: Paul runs errands related to the operating of the camps. 
69. Thur., 8 Nov. 1945: Paul gets his fortune read and deals with supply issues at the 
Baltic camp. He talks with a DP at the Baltic camp about finishing her medical degree at 
Hamburg University. 
70. Fri., 9 Nov. 1945: Paul goes to the Jewish camp and learns of emigration problems to 
the U.S. He also learns of anti-Semitism in Poland. Paul does health inspections at the 
camp. 
71. Sat., 10 Nov. 1945: Paul works at the Baltic camp, answers questions about 
“America,” and complains about how people treat the equipment. 
72. Sun., 11 Nov. 1945: Paul visits friends in Impelde. While driving there, they pass the 
“Herman Goering works” which he describes as “immense,” untouched by bombs, and 
partially operating. They also drove through the Hartz mountains. 
73. Mon., 12 Nov. 1945: Paul takes kids to movies and has to deal with several 
frustrations. 
74. Tue., 13 Nov. 1945: Paul tells his wife to have his former employer request that their 
senator intervene to bring him home. 
75. Wed., 14 Nov. 1945: Paul hears of an UNRRA organizational restructuring. He visits 
the TB hospital and a Jewish camp. 
76. Thur., 15 Nov. 1945: Paul complains more about UNRRA and fights with his boss. 
77. Fri., 16 Nov. 1945: Paul visits the Baltic camp and the Jewish camp. 
78. Sat., 17 Nov. 1945: Paul sees himself doing less supply work and more welfare 
activities in the future. He visits a camp of Poles. 
79. Sun., 18 Nov. 1945: Paul visits a colleague in Hagen. He returns home and visits a 
Baltic camp where they are celebrating a national holiday. 
80. Mon., 19 Nov. 1945: Paul looks into a child welfare position but is told there 
currently are none. He says he plans to resign in 10 weeks. Paul visits Jewish and Baltic 
camps and encourages them to set up “welfare committees.” 
81. Tue., 20 Nov. 1945: Paul deals for materials. 
82. Wed., 21 Nov. 1945: Paul describes a Jewish wedding he attends. An UNRRA 
official visits.  
83. Thur., 22 Nov. 1945: Paul has a Thanksgiving dinner. 
84. Fri., 23 Nov. 1945: Paul arranges for two American visitors to stay with him. 
85. Sat., 24 Nov. 1945: Paul spends time in the Baltic and Ukrainian camps. 
86. Sun., 25 Nov. 1945: Paul visits friends and comments on how poorly British soldiers 
live. 
87. Mon., 26 Nov. 1945: Paul deals with a fuel emergency. 
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88. Tue., 27 Nov. 1945: Paul goes to the Jewish camp and then returns to write his 
reports. 
89. Wed., 28 Nov. 1945: Paul goes to the Baltic camp, the Ukrainian camp, and arranges 
a movie for the kids. 
90. Thur., 29 Nov. 1945: Paul relates that soldiers came into the barracks of one of the 
camps, found firearms, and arrested the owners. 
91. Fri., 30 Nov. 1945: Paul talks about the Thanksgiving dinner he had last night and 
how homesick he is. He takes 125 Baltic people to the movies. 
92. Sat., 1 Dec. 1945: Paul visits the Ukrainian camp and the Jewish camp. He helps a 
Yugoslav nurse look for her daughter. 
93. Sun., 2 Dec. 1945: Paul spends the day with two friends and gives the recipe for 
“Pigs Ears.” 
94. Mon., 3 Dec. 1945: Paul takes kids to a movie, goes to the Ukrainian camp, and takes 
the Jewish camp leaders to the Polish committee. 
95. Tue., 4 Dec. 1945: Paul looks at some other work assignments but sys he is 
beginning to bond with “my DPs.” Paul takes a new person to the Jewish camp. 
96. Wed., 5 Dec. 1945: Paul is given a promotion to run UNRRA welfare programs for 
the Hanover area. 
97. Thur., 6 Dec. 1945: Paul takes his replacement to the Ukrainian camp and the Baltic 
camp. He teaches English to the Baltic people. 
98. Fri., 7 Dec. 1945: Paul talks about his English class. He reports a stolen car and tears 
down a barracks with his replacement and 11 Baltic people.  
99. Sat., 8 Dec. 1945: Paul meets the Yugoslav woman who was looking for her 
daughter. He visits the Baltic camp and goes hunting with his boss. 
100. Sun., 9 Dec. 1945: Paul gets home from a party at 8:00 AM after having car trouble. 
He writes letters and speculates on his promotion. 
101. Wed., 12 Dec. 1945: Paul recounts a dinner he had the night before, goes to the 
Baltic camp, and delivers cigarettes. 
102. Thur., 13 Dec. 1945: Paul and his replacement go to an army welfare meeting. 
103. Fri., 14 Dec. 1945: Paul gives English lessons to the Baltic people. He tries to buy 
paper for a DP school but is told by a Hanover merchant that only German schools get 
paper. 
104. Sat., 15 Dec. 1945: Paul receives supplies from his wife that he will use as 
Christmas presents for his co-workers. A General from UNRRA visits. Paul recounts how 
600 people are being fired from UNRRA for black market activity. Paul attends the 
opening of a Baltic camp. 
105. Sun., 16 Dec. 1945: Paul recounts last night’s party at the Baltic camp that lasts 
until 5:00 AM. He describes conflicts among the Latvians, Estonians, and Lithuanians 
who live together.  
106. Mon., 17 Dec. 1945: Paul recounts his difficulties in trying to obtain a car. 

 
Folder 3: RG-10.242*01 

107. Tue., 18 Dec. 1945: Paul trades cigarettes and candy for toys to give as Christmas 
gifts for the Ukrainian kids who celebrate Christmas on Dec. 19. He talks to the German 
police about a car. 
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108. Wed., 19 Dec. 1945: Paul decides to quit looking for a car and expresses his 
frustration. 
109. Thur., 20 Dec. 1945: Paul recounts a meeting with the Baltic camp delegation and 
discusses his English class with the Baltic students. 
110. Fri., 21 Dec. 1945: Paul helps a 17-year-old Baltic girl get into a German high 
school. Transportation problems are recounted. 
111. Sat., 22 Dec. 1945: Paul definitely decides he will leave UNRRA even if promoted. 
He tells of 600 UNRRA French and Belgian people who are fired for black market 
activity. Paul goes to the Jewish camp and a party at the Estonian camp. 
112. Sun., 23 Dec. 1945: Paul recounts an Estonian Christmas party. 
113. Mon., 24 Dec. 1945: Paul delivers toys, candy, and “copy books” to the camps. He 
delivers Red Cross parcels to the tuberculosis sanitarium. He has a welfare meeting at the 
Jewish camp. 
114. Tue., 25 Dec. 1945: Paul recounts a Christmas Eve party at the officers club. Some 
DPs entertain. Paul tells of how the Germans he sees are not starving as the British and 
American press state. Paul exchanges gifts. 
115. Wed., 26 Dec. 1945: Paul meets with the Baltic welfare committee. He has supper 
with an American Army detachment.  
116. Thur., 27 Dec. 1945: Paul goes to a meeting, gets paid, and runs errands. 
117. Fri., 28 Dec. 1945: Paul urges his wife to tell his boss at home to request his return. 
That way UNRRA will pay his $200 transportation costs. 
118. Sat., 29 Dec. 1945: Paul and his friends go to Bremen which is an “American 
enclave.” He teaches his English class, tears down a barracks, and gets together with his 
friends. 
119. Sun., 30 Dec. 1945: Paul spends the night in Hagen with his friends. They go sight-
seeing in Goslar. 
120. Mon., 31 Dec. 1945: Paul hears that there were more resignations from UNRRA last 
month than ever before. Paul visits his camps and does paperwork. 
121. Tue., 1 Jan. 1946: Paul gets indignant with a German woman who cries because her 
husband is in the Russian zone. Paul celebrates New Year’s Eve at the Baltic camp. 
122. Wed., 2 Jan. 1946: Paul goes to a welfare meeting at the Accu. Camp with the 
Baltic people. Paul visits the Jewish camp and sets up a movie for the kids. 
123. Thur., 3 Jan. 1946: Paul teaches “Jingle Bells” in English to his Baltic class. Paul 
visits the Jewish camp and sets up a movie for the kids. 
124. Fri., 4 Jan. 1946: Paul takes 100 Baltic kids to see the German movie version of 
“Snow White.” Paul gets offered an assignment setting up a children’s institution.  
125. Sat., 5 Jan. 1946: Paul gets thanked by the Baltic people and reminds his German 
cleaning lady who started the war. 
126. Sun., 6 Jan. 1946: Paul spends Sunday with a friend and attends a Baltic camp 
basketball game. 
127. Mon., 7 Jan. 1946: Paul takes a crew of men to tear down a barracks for lumber. 
128. Tue., 8 Jan. 1946: Paul gets equipment for his various camps. 
129. Wed., 9 Jan. 1946: Paul arranges to tear down a barrack and has given his welfare 
work to his replacement. 
130. Thur., 10 Jan. 1946: Paul attends a welfare meeting and learns that there will be 
“no more DPs after April 1st” 1946. 
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131. Fri., 11 Jan. 1946: Paul gets news of his brother and sister. He runs errands and 
hears that his boss is going on leave. 
132. Sun., 13 Jan. 1946: Paul learns that if the DPs do not want to go home after April 
1st, they will become German citizens. 
133. Mon., 14 Jan. 1946: Paul looks into a complaint about a lack of food at a camp for 
100 university students. He wishes the Ukrainians a happy new year. He “discovers” an 
Italian artist who had just escaped after 4 years in Siberia. This artist is hired to draw 
caricatures of the DP camps. 
134. Tue., 15 Jan. 1946: Paul gets work crews going and talks to the army about dealing 
with criminals in the camps. 
135. Wed., 16 Jan. 1946: Paul continues to have little heat in his living space. He 
describes the Latvian school and various camp art projects. 
136. Thur., 17 Jan. 1946: Paul complains of a lack of heat. He attends a welfare meeting 
and has a “quiet day.” 
137. Fri., 18 Jan. 1946: Paul shares his food from home with his replacement. He goes 
to a “planning mill” with a crew and they work on building a school. 
138. Sat., 19 Jan. 1946: Paul has dinner with a German doctor who tells of his 
experiences during the war. Paul takes it with a grain of salt. Paul almost runs over a 
bicyclist and knocks down a fence. He compensates the owner. 
139. Sun., 20 Jan. 1946: Paul spends Sun. with friends, one of whom “smuggled” his 
pregnant wife over from England. 
140. Mon., 21 Jan. 1946: Paul arranges to tear down barracks. The Ukrainians plan to 
build a school and “teeter totters.” Thirty-seven artists move into a new camp. 
141. Tue., 22 Jan. 1946: Paul socializes with some British Red Cross people including 
General Montgomery’s wife. Paul visits the students’ camp and the Jewish camp. 
142. Wed., 23 Jan. 1946: Paul attends an UNRRA meeting. An UNRRA official admits 
to not using Paul to full advantage and commits to writing him a recommendation. 
143. Thur., 24 Jan. 1946: Paul’s boss returns from furlough. People ask Paul to look up 
their U.S. relatives. 
144. Fri., 25 Jan. 1946: Paul complains about a lack of heat in his quarters. He visits 
camps and settles a dispute over fuel. 
145.-146. Sat. and Sun., 26 and 27 Jan. 1946: Paul goes to Bremen for supplies and has 
“American food.” He goes to the Accu. camp for the dedication of the Latvian school. 
147. Tue., 5 Feb. 1946: Paul arrives in London and works at getting home as quickly as 
possible. He says that on Feb. 2 he was serenaded by his co-workers at UNRRA in 
Germany. He gets a retroactive raise and is paid $4, 750 per year. He recalls his journey 
from Hanover to London.  
148. Wed., 6 Feb. 1946: Paul tries to get priority passage out of London but has to wait 
his turn. He describes how good London looks compared to 6 months ago. 
149. Thur., 7 Feb. 1946: Paul talks to the “press section” about his experiences and tours 
London. 
150. Mon., 11 Feb. 1946: Paul is transported to Liverpool where he waits to board his 
ship home. He tells of how he was invited to dinner by a woman who works for the U.S. 
embassy in London. 
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151. Tue., 12 Feb. 1946: Paul’s ship leaves from Liverpool. He relates a conversation he 
has on board with two Canadian Jewish people who tell him stories of persecution against 
Jews. 
152. Sat., 16 Feb. 1946: Paul relates details of his trip at sea. 
153. Tue., 19 Feb. 1946: At 2:30 AM, Paul’s ship is struck by another ship in the fog; 
creates a hole in the side of the ship. 
154. Thur., 21 Feb. 1946: Paul arrives in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and heads for 
Washington, D.C. 

 
Series 2: Photographs 
Folder 4: RG-10.242*02 

 Eleven black and white photographs of people with whom Paul Jacobs worked 
during his time with UNRRA, 1945-1946. 
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